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ANKHA deflectors will come pre-assembled right out of the box 
Still, there are customizations users can make such as;
• Switching between frame types
• Adjusting side rails to fit perfectly between the car’s style hoops
• Removing straps
These will be explained in this owner's manual.

Understanding the functions of parts are highly recommended for the 
safe usage of this product.
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Remember to lift the cardboard separator to find the rest of items 
included in the box.
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1x Cleaning 
cloth

Included in the box
List of items delivered inside the Large Deflector’s box:

Assembled

1x Right 
hook

Separately included

1x Left
hook

2x Side rail 
(rear)

2x Side rail 
(front)

2x Full frame (large)

2x Bridge

2x Strap

1x Deflection screen (large)

6x Bolt (M3) 6x Nut (M3)
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1x Allen 
wrench (M3)

4x Flange
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Included in the box

Assembled

1x Right 
hook

1x Left
hook

2x Side rail 
(rear)

2x Side rail 
(front)
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List of items delivered inside the Medium Deflector’s box:

1x Cleaning 
cloth

Separately included

2x Full frame (medium)

2x Bridge

2x Strap

1x Deflection screen (medium)

6x Bolt (M3) 6x Nut (M3)

1x Allen 
wrench (M3)

4x Flange
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Hooks

Hooks are essential parts of the deflector assembly and MUST be 
included in any kind of assembly combination.

Upper half of hooks are used to bolt the frames and deflection 
screen together (by using 2xM3 bolts and nuts).

Lower half of the hooks anchor the deflector to the car.
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Hooks

Resting position of the deflector 
is slightly tilted towards the 
cabin.

Pushing or pulling the deflectors 
in a perpendicular way or with 
too much tilt (illustrated by the 
red lines) will cause the hooks to 
grab onto the anchoring trim 
piece.
In this case, the deflector will 
resist coming off (because of 
impact resistant design).
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Side rails

Side rails are additional stabilizers.
They MUST be used in Large Deflector assemblies. 
However, they are optional for the Medium Deflector assemblies 
since hooks are adequate to keep the Medium Deflector anchored to 
the vehicle.

Side rails consist of two parts (front&rear) on both sides.
They are assembled using 1xM3 bolt and nut.
They feature rubber bushings which act as noise, vibration and 
harshness insulators.
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Straps

Straps are additional stabilizers that can only be used jointly with 
the side rails.
They are recommended for the Large Deflector. 
Since side rails are not required for the Medium Deflector, usage of 
straps are up to the user.

Straps can be inserted through the slits of side rails and fastened 
around the style hoops to create extra tension.

Straps can be removed as explained in this section:
› Removal of straps
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Straps

Notable safety example for using straps: OEM deflector has ejected 
out of it’s anchoring points in 2015 EURO NCAP test.

OEM deflector was successful in  
dampening the force before 
ejecting out of its sockets, 
preventing it from being a 
projectile. 

Concerned users may use straps 
as an additional safety measure.
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Deflection screen

This is the part that deflects the wind.

Deflectors are named according to the size of their deflection 
screens.

«Large Deflector»

«Medium Deflector»
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Frames

Frame parts are located at the bottom and sides of the deflector, 
individual parts will be mentioned by their names throughout the 
owner's manual as shown in this illustration.

They are for aesthetics and can be assembled in different 
combinations that are explained in this section:
› Frame types

flange

Full frame (large)

bridge
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Full frame (medium)
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Style hoops (definition-only)
OEM roll hoop covers will be mentioned as «style hoops» throughout 
the owner's manual. Installation of ANKHA Wind Deflector does not 
require any modification to these pieces.

A style hoop consists of two pieces (front and rear). Front piece is 
attached to the rear piece by clips. Rear piece is fixed to the roll 
hoop of the car with a screw. It is normal for these plastic style hoop 
pieces to have a small amount of vibration under high wind speeds. 
This is also the cause of vibration that can be observed in a 
deflector that is secured tightly between the two style hoops.
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Pull it out. It should come out easily

Removal of OEM deflector
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If you are going to use the deflector with straps, start the installation 
by unfastening them.

Installation
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Rear and front of the deflector assembly is not symmetric, make sure 
ANKHA logo faces the cabin side of the car

Installation
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Installation

Align the side rails with style hoops and push the deflector down.

*bottom trim piece is omitted from illustration for visual 
convenience
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Installation

Push downwards until letters are not visible anymore and the 
bottom of the deflector is flush with the top of the plastic trim. 
Hooks will click into their sockets when fully inserted.

If it resists clicking down, this means your car has a slightly less 
space between the two style hoops and side rails have to be 
adjusted accordingly as explained in this section:
› Side rail adjustment
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Installation

Pull this side to fasten the strap 
until the deflector is rock solid 
against impacts.

Straps are «hook&loop» type so 
you can just press the folded part 
onto itself and it will be secured.

*It should be tenser than the 
illustration shown here.

Take the tip of the strap and 
insert it through the buckle 
(ring).

Cross section 
of style hoop

Cross section 
of style hoop
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Installation

You are pretty much done.

Now try to shake the deflector front and back without using 
excessive amounts of force.
If it still has some room to play around, you probably have slightly 
more space between the two style hoops and you need to adjust 
side rails accordingly.

Please refer to this section for adjustments:
› Side rail adjustment
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Installation (Alternative)
There is an alternative and tactile method of inserting the deflector.
(Using this method may not be possible when straps are attached)

Before pushing the deflector down, tilt top of the side rails towards 
style hoops…
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..so when you position the deflector, it will hang in the air resting on 
the style hoops.

Push the deflector down harder and it will slam right into its sockets 
with a loudable click.

Side rails will align themselves with the angle of style hoops.

Installation (Alternative)
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Installation (Alternative)
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Push downwards until letters are not visible anymore and the 
bottom of the deflector is flush with the top of the plastic trim. 
Hooks will click into their sockets when fully inserted.

If it resists clicking down, this means your car has a slightly less 
space between the two style hoops and side rails have to be 
adjusted accordingly as explained in this section:
› Side rail adjustment
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Installation (Alternative)
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You are pretty much done.

Now try to shake the deflector front and back without using 
excessive amounts of force.
If it still has some room to play around, you probably have slightly 
more space between the two style hoops and you need to adjust 
side rails accordingly.

Please refer to this section for adjustments:
› Side rail adjustment
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Removal of side rails

It is a MUST that the Large Deflector has side rails.
However, they may be removed from the Medium Deflector.

Straps cannot be attached to the deflector without any side rails.

M3 Allen 
wrench

Unscrew the bolt from the rail (cabin side) with an M3 allen wrench, 
try not to lose bolts and nuts that come with the deflector as it may 
be harder to find black ones for replacement.
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Removal of side rails

Without side rails attached, side frames may rattle. 
In this case, switching over to other frame types is recommended
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Removal of side rails

Optionally, side rails can still be attached back without side frames.
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Adjustment of side rails

You can choose to adjust the side rails by re-attaching them to 
«low» or «high» holes.

If you need more clearence (e.g. deflector is not flush with the 
plastic trim) then you would need to select a higher hole.

If you need a tighter fit (e.g. deflector does not have enough friction 
with style-hoops) then you would need to select a lower hole.

Screw the side rails back into the hole you selected and try the 
installation again.

default hole
higher hole

lower hole

highest hole

lowest hole
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Removal of straps

If you decide to re-attach straps, remember that it has to be 
compressed between the deflection screen and side rails (illustrated 
in orange) so that you can create tension.

Loosen or remove the side rails first.

pull

Pull the strap’s metal buckle (ring) and it will come off.
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Frame types
To switch frame parts, start by removing the side rails and hooks. 
Put the deflection screen on a flat surface and put together a new 
frame type.
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Large Deflector with Full frame (large)

Note that unlike Bridge and Flanges, Full frame (medium) and Full 
frame (large) are not interchangable. 

Medium Deflector with Full frame (medium)
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Frame types
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Large Deflector with Bridge

Medium Deflector with Bridge
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Frame types
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Large Deflector with Flanges

Medium Deflector with Flanges
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Lowering the soft top

Soft top can be normally lowered from inside the cabin when using 
the Medium Deflector.

It may not be as ergonomic for some users to lower the soft top 
from inside the cabin while the Large Deflector is installed. In this 
case, users may use the following method.

I. Unlock the latch from inside
II. «Standing outside of the vehicle, hold the convertible top along 

the front edge and pull it toward the vehicle rear.» (as stated in 
Mazda MX-5 owner’s manual)

III. Press on the soft top until it is locked

› Video instruction by Mazda

Front edge
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Raising the soft top

Soft top can be normally raised from inside the cabin when using 
the Medium Deflector.

It may not be as ergonomic for some users to raise the soft top by 
reaching over the deflector while the Large Deflector is installed. In 
this case, users may use the following method.

I. Unlock the latch, soft top will slightly raise
II. Sitting in the driver’s seat, reach to the «front edge» (shown in 

illustration) with your left arm*
III. Grab this edge and pull it up and forward to raise the soft top
IV. Lock the latch

*Right-hand-drive vehicle owners should use their right arms

Front edge Front edge
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Deflector Holder
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..will be available soon
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end of the document

Visit ankhasport.com for more products, brochures, 
and contact information.

http://www.ankhasport.com/
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